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Field Notes:

September 6, 1999

A long winter in store for Agriculture
Success or failure on the farm directly affects the life style enjoyed by those living in
areas dominated by agriculture. I was able to witness this during the years my family and I lived
in the Delta. There was a local saying that in the Delta even the Postmaster pays attention to the
condition of the crop because this factor so greatly affects people.
In years of poor crop yields, the life style in the Delta was subdued during winter. There
were fewer new vehicles purchased by everyone, fewer new dresses worn by even the most
affluent ladies, and the collection plate on Sunday was full of ones and fives rather than tens and
twenties. Children felt the pressure as fewer presents were found under the tree on Christmas
morning. The winter months seemed colder somehow, and the first signs of spring were more
welcomed than usual since this meant a return to “normal” life.
Here in the Hills, most people don’t feel the effects of stress caused by fluctuations in
crop yields and prices, but those who depend on agriculture are affected just as much as in areas
where agriculture is dominant. For farmers, this winter promises to be one of the longest and
coldest, regardless of the temperature.
A lot of people talk about the problems of agriculture in generalities, but I would like to
be a little more specific. Looking at the 1999 budget for cotton prepared by Ag Economists at
Mississippi State University, we find that with cotton yielding 725 pounds at 46 cents per pound
the farmer can expect to lose over $50.00 per acre even before land cost is considered. Of course

the government payments will likely take care of the land cost, but the farmer will still likely end
up in the red.
For corn, a grower who can produce 130 bushels per acre and sell it for $2.25 per bushel
may actually have enough left over to pay his land rent. Then he will be able to keep the
payment he gets from Uncle Sam to offset his cotton losses. This year farmers have produced
the highest corn yields we have seen, but low prices will offset any opportunity for good profits.
Soybeans may actually show a profit if the grower can produce a respectable 30 bushels
per acre and sell them for $5.10 per bushel. With these numbers, he will actually show a twodollar per acre profit. Then the government loan payment may help keep him on the positive
side of the ledger. I will let you figure out what happens if he makes 20 bushels per acre and
gets $4.50.
Livestock producers have fared a little better than row crop farmers. However, to a large
degree their profits have been borne on the backs of row crop farmers who have endured low
prices for feed grains.
True enough, farmers have good years and bad. Most of the time their problem is either
low yield because of weather or low price because of high yield. Occasionally, profits are good
in spite of the problem. This year the serpent has two heads; mediocre yields and extremely low
prices in all major commodities. Farmers are used to facing one of these enemies at a time, but
with both together the prospects are not good.
In Extension, we promote good production practices and innovative marketing
techniques, but even when these are done farmers are just one bad crop away from disaster in
many cases. Relatively few people realize the implications of this with regard to our national
security. Lately, I have heard supposedly knowledgeable people commenting that even if our

agriculture fails, other countries can produce the food we need; well I for one have no desire to
become dependent on others for something this vital.
I apologize if I have upset anyone with all this, but I really feel that the public should be
aware of the situation in agriculture today. Everyone seems concerned about Y2K these days,
but this is potentially a much more serious concern. Even the most modern computing system
cannot grow an ear of corn or feed a hungry child; only a strong agricultural base can do these
things.

